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)
CITY OF FULLERTON, and DOES 1-10, )
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)
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)
AIR COMBAT USA, INC.,

CASE NO.
Assigned to
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
1. INTENTIONAL
MISREPRESENTATION
2. BREACH OF CONTRACT
3. NEGLIGENCE
4. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

26
27
28

Plaintiff Air Combat USA, Inc. (“ACUSA”) complains of the Defendants, and each of them,
and allege as follows:
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FACTS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION

1
2 PLAINTIFF:
3

1. Plaintiff ACUSA is the original civilian aerial combat fantasy camp where anyone can

4 become a “Fighter Pilot For a Day”, established in 1986 and incorporated in 1990 in Fullerton,
5 California. With over 30 years of experience and having flown over 50,000 guest pilots, Air
6 Combat USA is the largest, safest, and most recognized civilian air combat school in the world.
7 ACUSA has been featured on hundreds of television shows including most recently, The
8 Apprentice, Top Gear UK, & Hell’s Kitchen, and flew this year alongside the Navy’s Blue
9 Angels at the 2017 Huntington Beach Air Show where a record crown of 1 million gathered at the
10 beach to embrace aviation. As the industry leader, ACUSA works hand-in hand with the Federal
11 Aviation Administration (FAA) monthly and with other governing agencies, such and SoCal Tracon
12 and others to define the parameters and to establish safety guidelines used to regulate the air combat
13 industry as a whole.
14

Simply stated, Air Combat USA, invented this industry.

2. Michael J. Blackstone (“Michael”) became the President of ACUSA per Court’s order, on

15 June 16, 2016 after his father and former President of ACUSA passed away on August 19, 2015.
16

3. ACUSA, and Michael Blackstone have operated continuously and have leased hangars

17 and business facilities owned and controlled by the City of Fullerton since 1981, over 36 years.
18 The latest 5-year hangar lease, located at 3815 W. Commonwealth Ave was from signed and dated
19 June 1, 2011 – October 1, 2016.
20 of up to 30 additional years.

This lease was to be renewed prior to October 1, 2016 for a term

ACUSA and Michael had no reason to believe that this lease would

21 not be extended for another 30 years of bringing the magic of aviation to the public for the
22 remainder of his life, and to continue his father’s amazing legacy.

Michael Blackstone contacted

23 Brendan O’Reilly, the Airport Manager of City of Fullerton, multiple times in multiple ways, but
24 the requests to renew lease were repeatedly and deliberately ignored and/or denied in writing as
25 well as in official face-to-face meetings with Brendan O’Reilly and his boss, Don Hoppe, before the
26 lease expires on October 1, 2016.

Due to City of Fullerton, via its agent Brendan O’Reilly’s

27 wrongful termination and denial ACUSA’s right to renew the lease, ACUSA suffered damages in
28 an amount of fifty million dollars.
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1 DEFENDANTS:
2

4. Brendan O’Reilly (“Brendan”) is the airport manager at City of Fullerton, who supervises

3 the airport, manages tenants and is empowered to act on behalf of the City of Fullerton, sign hangar
4 and tie down leases with current and new tenants, as well as to terminate and renegotiate existing
5 leases at the Fullerton Airport for the City of Fullerton on their behalf.
6

5. City of Fullerton is a Municipal Corporation with an airport hangar facility located at

7 3815 W. Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton, CA 92833 in North Orange County, California, United
8 States of America.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

9
10

6. Jurisdiction is proper as the amount in controversy is in excess of the statuary

11 requirements of this Court, i.e. $25,000.
12

7. Venue in this Court is appropriate as all the injuries to the Plaintiff occurred in Orange

13 County.
14
15

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
8. Plaintiff’s complaint is timely filed, as all Plaintiff’s injuries and damages were caused by

16 Defendant Brendan, on behalf of City of Fullerton, who wrongfully denied ACUSA’s contractual
17 right to renew the hangar lease, before the lease expires on October 1, 2016, where the State of
18 California has four-years statute of limitations on breaching of a written contract. (CCP§33519 349.4)
20
21

CLAIMS AGAINST MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
9. The appropriate claims procedure against Municipal Corporation is followed, as

22 Defendant City of Fullerton, via its Director of Human Resources, Gretchen R. Beatty, granted a
23 “right to sue” in writing on May 4, 2017, where the “right to sue” expires on November 4, 2017.
24
25

THE HANGAR CONTRACT
10. Plaintiff ACUSA and Defendant City of Fullerton entered a valid 5-year contract (the

26 “contract”) on 6/1/2011, where ACUSA has a right to renew on or before the lease expires. The
27 signed hangar contract is integrated by reference as a part of the complaint in Exhibit A.
28

11. Due to a late move-in, the actual expiration of the contract is on 10/1/2016.
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1

12. The lease contract well defines the monthly payment rate with a formula.

2

13. Plaintiff’s prior President (Michael J. Blackstone’s father), signed the contract on

3 6/1/2011, but passed away subsequently on 8/19/2015.
4

14. Michael J. Blackstone (“Michael”) became the ACUSA President, per Court’s order on

5 6/16/2016.
6
7

THE MISREPRESENTATION
15. Under American Freedom of Information Act, the Plaintiff obtained documentary

8 evidence from the City of Fullerton that Defendant Brendan knew the lease contract would expire
9 on 10/1/2016, as of 3/25/2016, when Brendan received confirmation from the City Attorney, Ivy
10 Tsai, and relayed his knowledge of this fact to ex-ACUSA employee Denise Jennings via email.
11

16. On 5/11/2016, when Michael met with Brendan at the Airport Office, seeking lease

12 renew, Brendan turned down ACUSA’s request to renew stating that he “wanted to see how the
13 court ruled on who would be the new president of ACUSA” and would be willing to extend our lease
14 as long as it took and not to worry, “We would always have a home here at the Fullerton Airport.”
15

17. On 6/3/2016, when Michael made another visit to Brendan to renew the lease, Defendant

16 Brendan replied, “Let’s hold on until the dust settles.” and again stated that he was waiting to find
17 out how the court ruled on the ownership of Air Combat USA.
18

18. On 6/10/2016, the City sent out a Notice of Rent Increase, effective on July 1, 2016,

19 which is integrated by reference as a part of the complaint in Exhibit B.

This notice proves the

20 lease expires on “October 1, 2016’ and not on “June 1, 2016”, as the City only sends out rent
21 adjustment within the lease, per lease terms. (Exhibit A, The Lease, Pg. 4-5, Rent Adjustment)
22

19. On 6/24/2016, when asked about the City of Fullerton’s Notice of Rent Increase,

23 Defendant Brenden knowingly misrepresented again, stated the false expiration date and replied in
24 writing, “Someone missed the fact that the lease is up in June 2016”, which is integrated by
25 reference as a part of the complaint in Exhibit C.
26

20. On 6/30/2016, when Michael met with Brendan at Brendan’s Office to renew the lease,

27 Brendan denied ACUSA’s request to renew the lease again, and knowingly and falsely reassured
28
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1 ACUSA that ACUSA would always have a home at Fullerton Airport, while Brendan began
2 negotiations with Rob Sims to consider a third-party “Hangar 2” to take Air Combat USA hangars.
3

21. On 7/30/2016, when Michael texted Brendan to request renewing the lease again,

4 ACUSA was further denied.
5

22. Defendant Brendan denied all ACUSA’s attempt to renew the lease, in the name that the

6 lease had already expired on “June 1, 2016”, before the lease actually expires on October 1, 2016.
UNFAIR PRACTICE

7
8

23. In order to increase the rent on the lease, Defendant Brendan presented a Valuation

9 Report of 8/3/2016, where it unfairly compares the 3815 W. Commonwealth Ave hangar facility at
10 Fullerton Airport to that of Van Nuys, Ventura County, Santa Barbara and Lompoc Airports, which
11 are much larger and more desirable airports, capable of taking corporate jets and regional airline
12 flights, with rate of $6,340/month (500% valuation of the current $1,256/month rate of July 2016).
13

24. On 9/19/2016, ACUSA met with Brendan and his supervisor Don Hoppe to discuss

14 renewing the lease, but was again swiftly denied, citing the lease was expired and the property
15 would be subject to a public Request For Proposal (“RFP”) process, when the lease was not expired.
16

25. On 10/10/2016, ACUSA submitted another lease renew proposal tailored to City’s new

17 valuation report, but was again promptly denied by Brendan.
18

26. On 10/27/2016, Michael of ACUSA sent Defendant Brendan another email, requesting

19 renew the lease, but received no reply.
20
21

COLLUSION
27. After the prior President of ACUSA, Michael E. Blackstone passed away on 8/19/2015,

22 several ex-employees of ACUSA contested the written Trust and to have Michael J Blackstone
23 removed as Executor Trustee for his father’s estate and for the succeeding President position.
24

28. On 6/16/2016, the OC Superior Court ordered Michael J. Blackstone be the President of

25 ACUSA and to take over day to day operations.
26

29. Afterwards, some ex-ACUSA employees secretly continued to interfere with ACUSA

27 efforts to renew the lease, hoping to drive ACUSA out of business and off the Fullerton Airport.
28
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1

30. On 10/27/2016, after receiving ACUSA’s RFP proposal, Defendant Brendan helped ex-

2 ACUSA employee Denise Jennings draft a competing RFP bid for the ACUSA hangar space.
3 With the insider info and help from Brendan, Denise and others did make a bid to drive ACUSA out
4 of their building.
5

31. Defendant Brendan also helped another RFP bidder “Hanger-21”, for the same RFP

6 process, using inside info received from former ACUSA employee and 25% Trust Beneficiary
7 Denise Jennings.
8

32. On 4/5/2017, Michael of ACUSA met with Bruce Whitaker, the Mayor of Fullerton and

9 informed him about Brendan’s engaging in collusion, conspiratorial and unethical business
10 practices as a public officer and showed the Mayor documentary evidence including email
11 communications among former ACUSA employees.

In addition, Michael of ACUSA again

12 requested to renew the lease with the Mayors help, and asked him to set up a meeting of all
13 interested parties to come together to discuss what the best plan of action would be for the airport
14 community.
15

Nothing was ever scheduled or considered.

33. On 5/4/2017, Michael of ACUSA filed a Request for Information with City of Fullerton

16 and demanded related information to the RFP process under The Freedom of Information Act
17 (FOIA), among Brendan, Denise and all parties associated with the RFP process.

Many weeks

18 later only fragmented bits of information were retrieved.
19

34. On 6/23/2017, ACUSA received a formal Termination Notice from Defendant Brendan

20 on behalf of the City of Fullerton.
21

35. On 9/1/2017, ACUSA was forced to move out of their home at the Fullerton Airport in

22 the City of Fullerton, and, as a result, suffered significant financial losses.
23
24

DAMAGES
36. Plaintiff ACUSA suffered significant losses in bargained for benefits, when City of

25 Fullerton breaches ACUSA contractual right to renew.

ACUSA suffered loss in bargained for

26 benefit at about $5K/month, or about two million dollars for the next 30-years.
27

37. Plaintiff ACUSA suffered incidental losses due to moving and relocation to 3 other local

28 airports, in excess of thirty thousand dollars.
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1

38. Plaintiff ACUSA suffered consequential damages including loss of revenue and sales,

2 after moving out of City of Fullerton, about forty-five million dollars over next 30 years.
3

39. Plaintiff ACUSA entitles to specific performance to renew the lease, since the Airport

4 Hangar, 3815 W. Commonwealth Ave, in the City of Fullerton is a piece of real estate and
5 monetary compensation is insufficient.
6

40. Plaintiff ACUSA further entitles to punitive damage, as the behavior of Airport Manager

7 Brendan is intentionally deceptive, a gross misrepresentation of the facts for the benefit of himself
8 and others, unfair and abusive bully tactics and is grossly negligent behavior on behalf of the City
9 of Fullerton, with malice and fore thought.

The City of Fullerton is not only fully aware of

10 Brendan’s unethical and illegal activity, but also have rectified and accepted it. Defendant City of
11 Fullerton is vicariously liable for punitive damage, as the City is imputed by Defendant Brendan’s
12 illegal act, intentionally damaging an ongoing iconic aviation business known by many to “have put
13 Fullerton Airport on the map”.

Plaintiff seeks four hundred and fifty million dollars as punitive

14 damage.
15

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION

16

(Against all Defendants and DOES 1 to 10)

17

41. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in all preceding

18 paragraphs of this Complaint and incorporates same by this reference as though set forth at length
19 herein.
20

42. According to California Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI)

21 Series 1900, to establish Plaintiff’s claim of Intentional Misrepresentation, Plaintiff must prove all
22 of the following: (1) That Defendant falsely represented a material fact; (2) That Defendant’s
23 representation was false; (3) That Defendant knew that the representation was false when they made
24 it; (4) That Defendant intended that Plaintiff rely on the representation; (5) That Plaintiff reasonably
25 relied on Defendant representation; (6) That Plaintiff was harmed; and (7) That Plaintiff’s reliance
26 on Defendant’s representation was a substantial factor in causing Plaintiff’ damages.
27

43. Defendant Brendan falsely represented a material fact of the expiration date of the lease

28 to be June 1, 2016, instead of October 1, 2016.
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1

44. Defendant Brendan’s representation was false because due to late move-in, the 5-year

2 lease contract expires on October 1, 2016.
3

45. Defendant Brendan knew that the representation was false when he made it, because

4 Brendan received a confirmation of expiration date of 10/1/2016 from City Attorney, Ivy Tsai on
5 3/25/2016.
6

46. Defendant Brendan intended that ACUSA rely on his representation of the wrong

7 expiration date and takes no action before the lease expires, because Brendan was colluding with
8 some ex-ACUSA employees and Rob Sims of Hangar 21.
9
10

47. Plaintiff ACUSA relied on Brendan’s representation of a false lease expiration date.
48. Plaintiff ACUSA was harmed when Brendan failed to provide a renewal notice to the

11 City of Fullerton, because Defendant Brendan told ACUSA that “the lease was already expired”.
12

49. Plaintiff ACUSA reliance on Brendan’s misrepresentation was the substantial fact in

13 failure to provide a Written Notice from the City of Fullerton that the Hangar lease was coming up
14 for renewal and to ask ACUSA if they planned to renew the lease, before its expiration on
15 10/1/2016.

No notice was ever received.

Plaintiff ACUSA will suffer damages of over $45M

16 USD in lost revenue and sales over the next 30 years as a result of Brendan O’Reilly’s failure to
17 follow proper procedures and his intentional wrongful act on the City of Fullerton’s behalf.
18

50. Under California Civil Code § 3294, in an action for the breach of an obligation not

19 arising from contract, where it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant has
20 been guilty of oppression, fraud, or malice, the plaintiff, in addition to the actual damages, may
21 recover damages (aka. Punitive Damage) for the sake of example and by way of punishing the
22 defendant.

Here, Brendan’s intentional act was not arising from contract, as he has no contractual

23 duty to ACUSA.

His intentional misrepresentation and collusion constitutes malice.

24 representation of lease expiration date was fraudulent.

Brendan’s

Plaintiff ACUSA is entitled to recover

25 actual damages as well as punitive damages.
26

51. Because Brendan acts as an employee for City of Fullerton, his intentional

27 misrepresentation and malice is within the scope of employment.

In addition, because the City is

28 fully aware of Brendan’s act, as Michael of ACUSA has informed the City official multiple times,
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1 and because the City has rectified and accepted Brendan’s wrongful acts, City of Fullerton is
2 vicariously liable for all Defendant Brendan’s liabilities, including punitive damage.
3

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT

4

(Against Defendant City of Fullerton)

5

52. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in all preceding

6 paragraphs of this Complaint and incorporates same by this reference as though set forth at length
7 herein.
8

53. According to California Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI)

9 Series 303, to establish Plaintiff’s claim of Breach of Contract, Plaintiff must prove all the
10 following: (1) Plaintiff and Defendants entered into a contract; (2) Plaintiff did all duties contract
11 required; (3) all condition required by the contract for Plaintiff’s performance has occurred; (4)
12 Defendant failed to perform; (5) Plaintiff was harmed by Defendant’s act.
13

54. Plaintiff ACUSA and Defendant City of Fullerton entered into a valid lease contract on

14 6/1/2011, where ACUSA has right to renew before the contract expires on 10/1/2016.
15

55. Plaintiff ACUSA did all duties contract required including making payments of rent.

16

56. All condition required by the contract for ACUSA has occurred

17

57. Defendant City of Fullerton failed to allow ACUSA to renew, due to Defendant

18 Brendan’s intentional misrepresentation of the expiration date and Brendan’s wrongful denial of
19 ACUSA multiple requests to renew the lease before the lease actually expires on 10/1/2016.
20

58. Plaintiff ACUSA was harmed by Defendants’ fraudulent and intentional act, and

21 suffered significant damages due to unable to renew the hangar lease.
22 to all damages related to breach of contract.

Plaintiff ACUSA is entitled

In addition, because Defendants act of fraud and

23 intentional misrepresentation is a substantial fact contributing to breach of contract, fraud and tort
24 overlaps with contract law in this case.

As such, Plaintiff entitles to punitive damage against all

25 defendants, even under this breach of contract claim.
26

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE

27

(Against all Defendants and DOES 1 to 10)

28
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1

59. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in all preceding

2 paragraphs of this Complaint and incorporates same by this reference as though set forth at length
3 herein.
4

60. According to California Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI)

5 Series 400, to establish Plaintiff’s claim of Negligence, Plaintiff must prove all the following: (1)
6 That the Defendant was negligent; (2) That the Plaintiff was harmed; and (3) That Defendant’s
7 negligence was a substantial factor in causing Plaintiff’s harm.
8
9

61. Defendant Brendan was negligent in at least four ways.
(1) Brendan failed his duty to inform ACUSA about the expiration of lease, while as

10

an Airport Manager who supervise leases, Brendan has a duty to do so.

11

and its sister companies SkyThrills and Blackstone Airways have been major contributors

12

and supporters of the City of Fullerton for over 60 years and have made their home at

13

Fullerton.

14

action to renew the lease at least 60 days prior to the expiration;

15
16

Air Combat USA

If a notice of expiration was provided, ACUSA would have definitely taken

(2) Brendan failed his duty to act fair and impartial, when Brendan helped both
Denise and Hangar-21 in RFP process competing against ACUSA for the hangar space;

17

(3) Brendan failed his duty to follow FAA Regulations for airports in receipt funding

18

in the form of Federal Grants under Grant Assurances 22, AIP that the Fullerton airport shall

19

“promote and encourage existing aeronautical businesses stay, encourage new aeronautical

20

businesses to be attracted to the Fullerton Airport and to perform aviation services.

21

Aviation activities are to remain a top priority, while Brendan favors nonaviation activities

22

such as the Denise’s “learning center” or the “social event business” Hangar 21 engages in.

23

Brendan helped both write and submit their RFP proposals in competing bids against

24

ACUSA who was targeted and attacked.

25

(4) Brendan failed his duty to follow FAA Regulations that airport hangar leases

26

shall not be profit driven only, but mainly to promote aviation activities and services and to

27

encourage the airport to grow a community of pilots and aviation related businesses to North

28

Orange County.

Because Defendant Brendan’s breach of his duty was the actual and
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1

proximate causes of Plaintiff ACUSA suffered damages, Defendant Brendan is liable under

2

Negligence.

3

62. Defendant City of Fullerton was negligent in at least three ways.

4
5

(1) City of Fullerton failed its duty to supervise Airport Manager properly to correct
Brendan’s material misrepresentation, while the City has a duty to do so;

6

(2) City Attorney Ivy Tsai confirmed Brendan on 3/25/2016 about the expiration

7

date of 10/1/2016, but the City failed its duty to inform the tenant ACUSA, while the City as

8

landlord has a duty to do so;

9

(3) Upon Michael of ACUSA complains against Brendan about his collusion and

10

unethical behavior, City of Fullerton failed its duty to correct Brendan’s illegal and unethical

11

activity.

12

proximate causes of Plaintiff ACUSA suffered damages, Defendant City of Fullerton is

13

liable under Negligence.

14

63. Plaintiff ACUSA was harmed substantially.

Because Defendant City of Fullerton’s breach of its duty was actual and

As a direct, legal, and proximate result of

15 all Defendants’ conduct as alleged above, Plaintiff ACUSA is entitled to general and special
16 damages according to proof.
17

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

18

(Against City of Fullerton)

19

64. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in all preceding

20 paragraphs of this Complaint and incorporates same by this reference as though set forth at length
21 herein.
22

65. Specific performance is an “equitable” remedy that compels the breaching party to live

23 up to his obligations to the non-breaching party.
24

66. The lease agreement is about Airport Hangar at City of Fullerton, which is a real estate

25 lease and unique. Consequently, monetary remedy is insufficient.

As such, Plaintiff ACUSA is

26 entitled equity remedy of specific performance against City of Fullerton to enforce the lease
27 agreement with Plaintiff Air Combat USA.
28
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PRAYER

1

2 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against all Defendants as follows:
3 On the first cause of action:
4
5
6
7

1. For all damages related to Intentional Misrepresentation in the sum of Fifty Million Dollars,
or according to proof at trial;
2. For punitive damages in an amount of Four Hundred and Fifty Million dollars,
or according to proof at trial

8 On the second cause of action:
9
10
11
12

3. For compensatory damages in the sum of Fifty Million Dollars,
or according to proof at trial;
4. For punitive damages in an amount of Four Hundred and Fifty Million dollars,
or according to proof at trial

13 On the third cause of action:
14
15

5. For all damages related to Negligence in the sum of Fifty Million Dollars,
or according to proof at trial;

16 On the fourth cause of action:
17

6. For Specific Performance against City of Fullerton to enforce the lease;

18 On the all causes of action:
19

7. For Attorney fees according to the terms of the lease (Exhibit A, The Lease, Pg. 37);

20

8. All costs of suit incurred herein; and

21

9. Any and all such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

22
23 Dated: October 31, 2017

LAW OFFICES OF JACK W. CHAO

24
25
26
27
28

By:

/s/ Jack W Chao
Jack W. Chao
Attorney for Plaintiff
AIR COMBAT USA, INC.
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

1
2
3

Plaintiff hereby respectfully demands a jury trial.

4
5

Dated: OCTOBER 31, 2017

LAW OFFICES OF JACK W. CHAO

6
7
By:

8
9

/s/ Jack W Chao
Jack W. Chao
Attorney for Plaintiff
AIR COMBAT USA, INC

10
11
12
13
14

VERIFICATION

15 I, Michael J. Blackstone, hereby declare as follows:
16

I am the President of AIR COMBAT USA, INC in the above-entitled action.

I have read

17 the foregoing Complaint and know its contents. The same is true of my own knowledge.

I

18 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true
19 and correct.
20

Executed on October 31, 2017 in Fullerton, California.

21
22
23
24

By:

____________________________
MICHAEL J. BLACKSTONE

25
26
27
28
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT C

